
Brand Trust in the News: June 10 – 17 
 

American Airlines Wants to Win Back Trust in Its Boeing 
737 Max Jets by Making Its Execs Fly on Them 
June 13, 2019 – American Airlines has a plan for convincing consumers that the Boeing 737 Max aircraft 
in its fleet are safe for flight: Stick their top brass on them and see how it goes. 

American Airlines chief Doug Parker said during a shareholders meeting this week that executives and 
other staff would take flights on the 737 Max jets before the carrier would ask its customers to do so, 
Bloomberg reported Thursday. That is, hm, certainly one idea. 

In an emailed statement to Gizmodo about the move, a spokesperson for American Airlines said that it is 
“confident that the impending software updates, along with the new training elements Boeing is 
developing for the MAX, will lead to recertification of the aircraft soon.” Read more in Market Tactic.  

Government of Canada advances efforts to build a strong 
and competitive organic industry 
June 14, 2019 – Today, Minister of Agriculture and Agri-Food, Marie-Claude Bibeau was at Cooperative 
Alentour in Sherbrooke where she announced an investment of $992,131 to the Canada Organic Trade 
Association to develop export and domestic market opportunities for high-quality organic food 
products, while continuing to build public trust and a positive reputation for the "Canada Organic 
Brand." Minister Bibeau also announced that public consultations on proposed revisions to the Canadian 
Organic Standards (COS) will begin this summer. Read more in Bezinga.   

The Whiteboard: You believe in your brand. Does your 
target market? 
June 14, 2019 – Without belief in your brand, it doesn’t exist. The leadership of a company must believe 
in the brand. The staff and employees must believe in the brand. Most importantly, your next customer 
must believe in the brand. 

Brands that are different — Uber, Apple or Tesla for example — have to convince people that the 
difference is better, that their innovation is real and not just flash or fad. Apple has created an aura of 
individuality and creativity around its products. The company has an incredibly loyal following that 
literally buys into the entire “ecosystem” of Apple products (iPhones, iPads, Macs, Apple watches) and 
services (apps, Apple TV). Their customers believe in the products and the brand, with many waiting in 
line to buy the latest upgrades as soon as they become available. Read more in Business Journal.   

https://markettactic.com/apple-and-samsung-gaining-as-huawei-loses-traction/2898/
https://www.benzinga.com/pressreleases/19/06/n13924434/government-of-canada-advances-efforts-to-build-a-strong-and-competitive-organic-industry
https://www.cpbj.com/whiteboard-believe-brand-target-market/


In Brands We Trust? A Multi-Category, Multi-Country 
Investigation of Sensitivity of Consumers’ Trust in Brands 
to Marketing-Mix Activities 
 
June 14, 2019 - The essence of a brand is that it delivers on its promises. However, consumers’ trust in 
brands (CTB) has declined around the world in recent decades. As a result, CTB has become a major 
concern for managers. The authors examine whether CTB is influenced by marketing mix activities (i.e., 
advertising, new product introduction, distribution, price, and price promotion) implemented by brands. 
The authors propose and show that the sensitivity of CTB to marketing mix activities is moderated by 
consumer, category, and country characteristics.  
 
Using a multi-source data-set which consists of survey of 15,073 respondents and scanner panel data on 
589 brands in 46 CPG categories across 13 countries (including the four largest emerging markets), 
which collectively account for half of the world’s population. Read more in Oxford Academic. 

 
Jebbit’s Newest Consumer Data Trust Index Indicates 
Declining Trust in World’s Leading Brands 
 
June 17, 2019 – Jebbit today announced the release of their most recent Consumer Data Trust Index, a 
report surveying consumer trust in 100 of the world’s leading public-facing companies. Adult consumers 
from the United States were asked to rate, on a scale of one to ten, their level of trust in brands to use 
their personal data in exchange for more relevant offers, goods and services. Consumers were also 
asked a variety of question to evaluate their motivations and concerns when sharing data with 
companies and brands. The recurring study, first published in 2018, shows a continued decline in trust 
by survey respondents in major companies. 
 
The three companies most trusted by consumers according to the Consumer Data Trust Index (CDTI) are 
Amazon, Microsoft, and UPS. For the second time in a row, Amazon was the only company to score 
higher than 6.0 in average consumer trust, demonstrating a continued lack of improvement in 
trustworthiness across the board among consumers. However, the comparatively strong results of 
companies like Amazon, UPS, Walgreens and Google also show the continued importance for companies 
to deliver value in exchange for consumer data. Read more in Globe Newswire. 

https://academic.oup.com/jcr/advance-article/doi/10.1093/jcr/ucz026/5519122
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2019/06/13/1868495/0/en/Jebbit-s-Newest-Consumer-Data-Trust-Index-Indicates-Declining-Trust-in-World-s-Leading-Brands.html
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